
Standard
Industry-leading interoperability. Modern 
video infrastructure. Complete management 
and analytics. All in one. 

PEXIP CONNECT

Join any video meeting from any room
When your organization and the people you work with use multiple video conferencing and collaboration solutions, 
Pexip Connect Standard eliminates the complexity of meeting across platforms and devices. It enables every room 
device to join any video meeting and directly call any other room or video meeting device for a consistent and 
seamless meeting experience for all users.

Pexip’s best in class interoperability paired with modern software-based video conferencing infrastructure and 
management ensures seamless communication for anyone inside and outside your organization.

One Touch Join

Management and analytics

Interoperable

Any video system Any Teams meeting

Any Google Meet meeting

Best-in-class interoperability combined with modern software-based video infrastucture

Unique multiplatform 
interoperability 
Unmatched room and 
meeting interoperability for 
Microsoft Teams, Google 
Meet, Cisco Webex, Zoom, 
and most other video 
meeting platforms.  

Future-proof your 
video communication
Replace infrastructure 
appliances and services to 
benefit from modern and 
familiar user experiences 
everywhere—managed and 
run from a single screen.

Choose between 
cloud or self-hosted 
Available as both a SaaS 
and a self-hosted platform.
Where SaaS provides the 
convenience of cloud, self-
hosted offers greater control 
over security and privacy.

Works for both internal and external 
meetings with or without interop details 

added to the invitation.

Familiar UX



About Pexip 
Pexip, a global leader in video conferencing technology, empowers seamless communication across organizations 
regardless of technology platforms and security requirements. Pexip offers customizable and flexible solutions that 
integrate with existing technologies, enabling collaboration and productivity. Pexip is ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified.

Pexip is a top-tier Microsoft ISV partner and works closely with the company both for engineering, and commercially. 
In 2022, Pexip was awarded the SaaS Partner of Year award from Microsoft Norway.

Product Specifications 
Pexip Connect Standard includes all the features and capabilities required for seamless communication between 
any physical room and any virtual meeting. Its capabilities extend beyond mere connectivity, offering a complete 
replacement for existing legacy premises-based video conferencing appliances, breathing new life into your 
organization’s collaboration infrastructure.

Pexip’s intuitive user interface makes it remarkably easy to manage and operate, even for users with limited technical 
expertise.

Key features
 ɧ Industry’s most comprehensive 

multiplatform interoperability 

 ɧ One-Touch Join for Teams, Google, Webex, 
Zoom, and virtually any other meeting

 ɧ Teams-like experience for all Microsoft 
Teams meetings on any connected SIP or 
H323 video system

 ɧ Multiple screen layout options: 1+7, 1+21, 
1+33, 2x2 matrix up to dual screen 7x7 for 98 
visible participants

 ɧ Join any Teams or Google meeting even 
without interop details in the invite

 ɧ Real-time and historical analytics, 
monitoring, and diagnostics

 ɧ Teams meeting control from Cisco touch 
devices

 ɧ Certified by Microsoft and Google

Key specifications
 ɧ Multiplatform interoperability for Microsoft 

Teams, Google Meet, SIP/H323
 ɧ Native meeting interopability for Microsoft 

Teams, Google Meet
 ɧ Any SIP/H323 meeting, e.g. Webex, Zoom, 

RingCentral, legacy on-premises MCUs
 ɧ Complete video conferencing call control 

and infrastructure
 ɧ Calendar support: M365, Exchange on-

premises, Google Calendar
 ɧ SaaS, private cloud, or on-premises 

deployment options: Azure, GCP, AWS
 ɧ Teams features support: Raise hand, active 

speaker indicator, Recording/Transcription 
notifications, IVR notifications, and more

 ɧ Single and dual screen SIP/H323 video
 ɧ Bi-directional dual stream 1080p content 

sharing

Certified capabilities
Pexip is certified by Microsoft and Google, guaranteeing seamless integration with 
Microsoft Teams and Google Meet whilst meeting stringent security and reliability 
standards. Certification validates Pexip’s credibility and ensures compatibility with future 
product and feature developments, and supported by all the respective parties. 

Read more about Pexip Connect Standard at  
pexip.com/products/enterprise-room-connector

https://www.pexip.com/products/enterprise-room-connector

